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Come senators, congressmen
Please heed the call

Don't stand in the doorway
Don't block up the hall
For he that gets hurt

Will be he who has stalled
There's a battle outside

And it is ragin'.
It'll soon shake your windows

And rattle your walls
For the times they are a-changin’.

– Bob Dylan

How best to describe the 1970 graduating class of Occidental College? Simply,
perhaps: on the cusp of change. Our years at the college gave birth to Occidental College
2.0. Our class was called upon not to be passive. That is our legacy or profile and it infuses
all aspects of the Occidental College experience today. Between the fall of 1966 and the
summer of 1970, “ . . .the times they were a changing.”

Our class was small in comparison to other educational choices we might have
considered attending like UCLA or USC. We started with about 400 students, split
approximately equally between women and men. This number was considerably smaller
than many of our graduating high school classes. For many in our class, college as
compared to high school was an experiment in educational intimacy. When Dean Culley
(who at the time was teaching a course in statistics) told the assembled freshmen boys that
60% of them would marry an Occidental co-ed, we were amazed.

Although clearly members of the Baby Boomer generation, at the time of
matriculation we didn’t think of ourselves in those terms. Our family lives had been varied,
but most grew up in a peaceful, post-World War II United States. Most of our parents were
successful in their lives and it was expected that we would be also. It was not unusual to



discuss possible college choices as early as our middle school years because attending
college was a given for many in our class.

Some of us came to Oxy because of the reputations of Oxy’s track program, drama
department, or glee club. Some came as a result of their high school having been given a
tour of the campus by an Occidental upperclassman (or woman). Yet others enrolled
because family members had preceded them at Oxy.

Regardless of the reason we attended, we would almost immediately bond with a
series of exceptional professors. Who can forget Omar Paxson, Howard Swan, or David
Cole? Dr. Winter’s “Los Angeles Distance Theorem” (everything in Los Angeles is 17 miles
away from everything else in Los Angeles) made us laugh but turned out to be true more
often than not. We made fun of Clancy’s food service, but many of us managed to almost
immediately gain 5 or 10 pounds upon coming to Oxy.

We enjoyed Occidental traditions such as cooler dates, fraternity and sorority rush,
“jumping out of the student union” into the waiting arms of our newly joined fraternity
brothers, quiet quad times, more formal mixers, a host of cultural performances taking place
in Thorne Hall,  meaningful convocations featuring speakers like the Reverend Martin
Luther King, Dr. Spock, Paul Ehrlich, and Alan Ginsberg. We enjoyed outdoor adventures at
Chilcott Ranch and the occasional student prank. We were exposed to the world of
computers in an environment that now seems almost comical. An entire air-conditioned
room was occupied by a giant machine which spit out computations provided that one was
patient enough in the first place to punch cards that contained the data to be manipulated.
Many developed lifelong friendships with fellow students.

Looking back on our four years, it is now hard to believe that in the fall of 1965
Occidental's student government actually approved a statement endorsing the military
actions that President Lyndon Johnson was taking in Indochina. The times for our class
would be changing on that issue and so many more. By the fall of our freshman year, Oxy’s
student body president joined a hundred other college leaders in signing a letter expressing
“anxiety and doubt” about American involvement in Southeast Asia. An atmosphere of
protest was about to transform campus life into a series of crises.

The music we listened to represented the times in which we lived. Women’s
liberation figured prominently on campus. Some experimented with drugs and many learned
whether or not they had an appetite for alcohol. Birth control pills became available for
women which presented an opportunity for sexual liberation but did not entirely eliminate
the moral issues surrounding living together.
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By graduation our youthful naïveté would be replaced with pride in changes to
campus life we had helped to foster, with consternation of a nation divided by the war in
Vietnam, with  shock from high-profile assassinations, and with a genuine concern about
racial discrimination.  When our class arrived on campus during the fall of 1966, we were
subject to dorm “lock-out” rules. That system was abolished in 1969. The student dorms
were also segregated by sex upon our arrival. In March of 1969, some residence halls
became co-ed.

Our years at Occidental featured many societal issues often influenced by the
Vietnam War. What to do about student objections to military recruiters became a very
difficult issue for President Gilman’s administration and the student body as a whole. In the
fall of 1967 students “sat-in” in front of a Marine Corps booth to obstruct access.

After the invasion of Cambodia, emotions exploded on campuses all over America,
including Occidental. The Quad  became the scene of typewriters producing some 7,000
letters  expressing opposition to further U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia.

On December 1, 1969, the federal government conducted the first national draft
lottery. Many male students gathered in groups that evening to learn their fate. Those with
low numbers and an anti-Vietnam War viewpoint made hard choices: enlist, join a reserve
unit, flee to Canada, apply to become a conscientious objector, resist the draft and go to jail
or take their chances with being drafted.

The reaction on campus to the killings at Kent State University in May of 1970 was
shock, disbelief, and dismay. The administration and faculty cancelled classes and arranged
meetings in the dorms to facilitate students’ expression of grief and frustration. Occidental
professor Andrew Rolle concluded that after the Kent State killings the Oxy campus came
close to violence when student activists sought to lower the American flag from the Coon’s
Hall flagpole. There was another group equally opposed who threatened retaliation if the
flag was disturbed. Dean Benjamin Culley and Professor Norman Cohen mediated a
non-violent resolution to this situation.

During 1968, the nation witnessed the April assassination of Dr. King in Memphis
and  the June killing of Bobby Kennedy in Los Angeles. The student body was stunned that
such violence could occur. Little did we know then how ubiquitous gun violence in the
United States would become during our adult lives.

The issues concerning the military were important but not the only cause of student
unrest and protest. The Black Student Caucus demanded that the college adopt
non-discriminatory policies including increased minority admissions. We were assigned
books that were first-person accounts regarding racial discrimination issues including
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Eldridge Cleaver’s Soul on Ice and Malcom X’s and Alex Haley’s collaboration resulting in
The Autobiography of Malcolm X. Occidental had a “day of white discrimination” on campus
to help students begin to understand how one might feel to be discriminated against.

Now, 50 years later, we gather on campus to honor Occidental College where we
earned a liberal arts education, where we learned about the complex world around us,
where we made lasting friendships, where many of us met our life partners, and where we
adopted values that continue to serve us in our everyday lives. Occidental began our
journey to adulthood in a safe, caring, and educational environment.

Today’s societal crises are as big or bigger than what occurred during our years on
the Occidental campus. We are now faced with increased complexity, rapid change and,
arguably, more turmoil than we experienced during our college years. We rejected passivity
here at Oxy during our youth. How will we respond now in our 70s? The stakes are high but
we are Occidental graduates and well prepared to continue to make a difference where
needed. Thank you Occidental for pointing us in the right direction.
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